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'Science and technology undermines the elderly.' How far is 
this true in your society?

Find out how technological advancements affect the lives of the elderly.
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Student Answer

1) Topic Sentence

Agree with the question by providing a conceptualized idea and intensify the point by relating 
the impacts on the elderly.

Answer

1. This is work for 12 april.

2. paragraph 2

3. paragraph 3

2) Elaboration

Explain how the main idea stated in the topic sentence contributes to the negative impacts on 
the elderly.

Answer

1. 12 april

2. 12 april

3.12 april

3) Example

Provide an example to support your main argument - Use personal observation or references 
to news articles and other relevant discussions.

Answer

1. 12 april



2. 12 april

3. 12 april

4) Concluding Sentence

Reiterate your view to support your paragraph’s view.

Answer

1. 12 april

2. 12 april

3. 12 april

Tutor Answer

1) Topic Sentence

Agree with the question by providing a conceptualized idea and intensify the point by relating 
the impacts on the elderly.

Answer

Science and technology undermines the elderly as rapid technological advancement leads to the social 
alienation of the older individuals.

2) Elaboration

Explain how the main idea stated in the topic sentence contributes to the negative impacts on 
the elderly.

Answer

As technological progress is achieved, countries undergo economic restructuring to keep their economies 
competitive. However, the increased usage of technology across different sectors is problematic as the 
older people are less willing and able to adapt to these changes. Therefore, their technical inadequacies 
result in the marginalization of individuals in the digitized world.

3) Example

Provide an example to support your main argument - Use personal observation or references 
to news articles and other relevant discussions.

Answer

For example, the National University of Singapore (NUS) sociologist Tan Ern Ser explained that Singapore’s 



progress towards becoming a ‘Smart Nation’ created a ‘sense of helplessness’ amongst the elderly. This was 
attributed to the lack of digital literacy, which inhibited the elderly in coping with these major changes.

4) Concluding Sentence

Reiterate your view to support your paragraph’s view.

Answer

Hence, it can be observed that technological advancements have adverse impacts on the elderly as they 
can widen the digital divide between the tech-savvy and the silver-haired individuals.


